This How-to Guide is geared towards helping activists with their office visits on Thursday, October 10th.
It will be updated after that to account for new information and action.
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BASIC FACTS & QUESTIONS
On July 25, 2019, President Trump spoke on the telephone for 30 minutes with Ukraine’s
new president, Volodymyr Zelensky. During the course of that conversation, President
Trump asked President Zelensky for assistance in two areas – he wanted help on
the ongoing Justice Department investigation into the origins of the Russia collusion
investigation, and he wanted help on investigating former Vice President Joe Biden’s
activities in Ukraine, when Biden threatened to withhold U.S. aid to Ukraine until Ukraine
first fired a prosecutor who may have been investigating a Ukrainian energy firm on
whose board Biden’s son, Hunter Biden, sat.

On August 12, 2019, a so-called “whistleblower” filed a complaint with the Inspector
General of the Intelligence Community, declaring that, “In the course of my official duties,
I have received information from multiple U.S. Government officials that the President
of the United States is using the power of his office to solicit interference from a foreign
country in the 2020 U.S. election … Over the past four months, more than half a dozen
U.S. officials have informed me of various facts related to this effort … I was not a direct
witness to most of the events described.”

The “whistleblower” acknowledges he did not witness the incident directly. The
information was passed on to this person by “more than half a dozen” other people.
Who are these other people who passed on the information? Why didn’t they file the
whistleblower complaint?

Democrats likely rigged this entire “whistleblower” report from the start. The New York
Times reported that, contrary to earlier assertions that he had had no contact with the
whistleblower, Rep. Adam Schiff was in contact with the whistleblower days before the
person filed his complaint. Further, the complaint reads like no other whistleblower
complaint in that it is laid out like a very well written legal brief, written by a lawyer. Rep.
Schiff acknowledged that his Intelligence Community staff directed the whistleblower to a
lawyer to help the whistleblower write this complaint. Was this orchestrated in advance,
together with the Democrats?
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BASIC FACTS & QUESTIONS (CONT.)
House Majority Leader Nancy Pelosi still has not held a formal vote with the full House to
approve or reject the impeachment inquiry. The Constitution says about impeachment,
“The House of Representatives … shall have sole power of impeachment.” It does not
say, “The Speaker… shall have sole power of impeachment.” Nancy Pelosi must call for a
formal vote of the entire House for this to be a legitimate inquiry.

Pelosi’s action is not only a violation of norms and the Constitution, but it also does
not allow voters to know where their own Representatives stand on the issue. One of
the only ways that voters have to hold members of Congress accountable is through
their votes. There are 31 districts that voted for President Trump in 2016, but elected
Democrat Representatives in 2018. Those 31 Democrats, like every member, should have
to be on record supporting or opposing the impeachment inquiry.

Additionally, since the full House did not vote, the minority (in this case, the Republicans)
may not have any power to subpoena or call witnesses – meaning half of the country is
completely shut out of this process.

Moreover, previous presidential impeachment inquiries have been structured to allow
the president’s lawyers to attend hearings and even ask questions of the witnesses.
Without benefit of a vote on the House floor to open an official impeachment inquiry,
President Trump’s lawyers are denied this important protection.

The impeachment inquiry is being conducted by the House Permanent Select Committee
on Intelligence , which is, again, not how it has been done in the past. Democrats chose
this committee so that they can keep the proceedings private, claiming national security
would be at risk if the American people got to see what they are doing. The lack of
transparency is deliberate and very troubling. Rep. Adam Schiff just so happens to be the
Chairman of the Intelligence Committee.
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BASIC FACTS & QUESTIONS (CONT.)
WHAT’S AT STAKE?
It’s important to remember that it’s not just Donald Trump’s presidency at stake. It’s not
just that he’s innocent and is being attacked because Democrats and the Deep State
don’t agree with his policies. Those are both huge, but they aren’t even the root of what
we are currently witnessing.
Clarice Feldman at American Thinker writes about the fundamental issue at stake:
The real issue that ought to either-or-both frighten and enrage any honest American is
that the “Intelligence Community” truly does now consider itself a law unto itself and
has arrogated the power to actually decide who is a suitable president and who will be
allowed to occupy the White House.
The genesis of Russia and the Ukraine has quite plainly been at its root the IC and
especially the CIA.
They have, make no mistake, declared war on self-governance, unless we pick someone
they approve of which is quite obviously not self-governance.
More:
These people keep trying in every way large and small to impose a one-party autocratic
rule over us, even going so far as to ignore the separation of powers among three
constitutional branches of government.
The American people are seeing clearly, for the first time, how unelected government
employees truly think they have the right and the power to dictate who gets to be
President. This is frightening, and it is one reason why we must continue to fight and to
support President Trump, because our entire system of governance and our right to selfgovernment are under brutal attack.
Be sure to check TrumpDefenseTeam.com at least weekly, if not more frequently,
to get the latest updates and news about the basic facts of this newest witch hunt.
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PETITION TO DELIVER
Print out this petition and gather signatures whenever you can. Bring completed pages to your
Representative’s local office, or scan and email them if you can’t get to the office, as they are completed.

Nancy Pelosi and the rest of the Democrats are so determined to undo the results
of the 2016 election that they will stoop to any level and resort to whatever
deception is necessary to achieve their goals. Her new “official impeachment
inquiry” is more of the same – lies and attacks deployed to dismantle our
Constitution, our elections, and our liberty – to secure more power for herself and
her party over a free American people.
If this newest impeachment effort had anything to do with national security, we
would have heard the same screams from Democrats on Capitol Hill years ago,
when then-Vice President Joe Biden was leveraging U.S. aid to Ukraine to engineer
the ouster of a Ukrainian prosecutor who was investigating a company on whose
board his son sat. As it happened, there was utter silence.
As such, we the undersigned declare our full support for President Trump, and
reject Nancy Pelosi and the Democrats’ efforts to overturn the free and fair
presidential election in 2016, and we call on our fellow Americans to speak out
against this travesty.

NAME:				PHONE:

NAME:				PHONE:

EMAIL:					ZIP:

EMAIL:					ZIP:

NAME:				PHONE:

NAME:				PHONE:

EMAIL:					ZIP:
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EMAIL:					ZIP:
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EMAIL:					ZIP:
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PETITION TO DELIVER (CONT.)
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DEMOCRAT LIES VS. THE TRUTH ABOUT THE CALL

Democrats have made a number of false charges against President Trump based on a July 25,
2019 phone call between President Trump and Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky.

WHAT THE DEMOCRATS SAY:

”President Trump abused his office by threatening to withhold U.S. assistance to Ukraine unless the
Ukrainian president helped him find ‘dirt’ on his main political rival, former Vice President Joe Biden.”

THE TRUTH:

The official record of the conversation shows that President Trump did no such thing. While
President Trump acknowledged that the U.S. provides assistance to Ukraine, at no time did
he tie or imply tying that aid to the Ukrainian president’s willingness to investigate Biden.

WHAT THE DEMOCRATS SAY:

”President Trump put a hold on $391 million in U.S. assistance to Ukraine and used that as leverage
against the Ukrainian president.”

THE TRUTH:

While it is true that President Trump directed that $391 million in U.S. assistance to Ukraine
be held up temporarily, the official record of the call makes clear that those funds were
never mentioned during the course of the conversation. It’s hard to see how that aid money
could have been used as “leverage” if it was never mentioned in the conversation. The temporary hold on the aid was later released.

WHAT THE DEMOCRATS SAY:

Speaking on CBS’s “60 Minutes,” House Intelligence Committee Chairman Adam Schiff said: “After the
last two years we’ve been through, the president well understood that it was illegal to seek foreign
assistance in a campaign. And immediately after Mueller testified, that is exactly what he was back at
doing again.”

THE TRUTH:

President Trump made no mention of seeking assistance for his 2020 campaign. He was not
looking forward to 2020, he was looking backward, to 2016, for help in determining how the
FBI-Russia collusion investigation began.
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DEMOCRAT LIES VS. THE TRUTH ABOUT THE CALL (CONT.)

WHAT THE DEMOCRATS SAY:

Speaking on CBS’s “60 Minutes,” Speaker Pelosi said: “It is wrong for a president to say that he wants
you – another head of state – to create something negative about his possible political opponent to his
own advantage, at the expense of our national security, his oath of office to the Constitution and the
integrity of our elections.”

THE TRUTH:

The official record of the conversation shows that President Trump did no such thing. He
asked the Ukrainian president for two things during the course of the conversation: First,
he asked for assistance in an ongoing Justice Department investigation into the origins of
the FBI-Russia collusion investigation: “I would like you to do us a favor though because our
country has been through a lot and Ukraine knows a lot about it. I would like you to find out
what happened with this whole situation with Ukraine, they say CrowdStrike … I guess you
have one of you wealthy people … The server, they say Ukraine has it.” That kind of request
is done regularly.
Second, much later in the conversation, President Trump asked, “The other thing, there’s a
lot of talk about Biden’s son, that Biden stopped the prosecution and a lot of people want to
find out about that so whatever you can do with the Attorney General would be great. Biden
went around bragging that he stopped the prosecution so if you can look into it … It sounds
horrible to me.”
That’s it. Three mentions of the name “Biden” in the course of two sentences in what was a
30-minute phone call.
President Trump wasn’t looking for the Ukrainian president to “create something negative
about his possible political opponent,” he was looking for help in understanding what happened in 2016 regarding Biden’s visit to Ukraine, where Biden claims he threatened to withhold a billion dollars in U.S. loan guarantees to Ukraine unless the Ukrainian president fired
the prosecutor general who was at the time investigating a Ukrainian energy company on
whose board sat Vice President Biden’s son, Hunter.
Are Biden’s past activities off limits because he happens to be running for the Democratic
nomination for president? No one is above the law, to be sure. But neither is anyone below
the law, either.
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DEMOCRAT LIES VS. THE TRUTH ABOUT THE CALL (CONT.)

WHAT THE DEMOCRATS SAY:

“The fact that records of the phone call were moved from one server to a more secure server proves
that even President Trump and his White House lawyers recognized he had crossed the line during the
phone call. The president and his team are engaged in a cover up.”

THE TRUTH:

The notion of a “cover up” is absurd on its face.
Early in the Trump Administration, there were embarrassing leaks of phone calls between
Trump and the Australian Prime Minister and between Trump and the Mexican President. At
that time, a decision was made to move records of sensitive phone calls with foreign leaders
to a more secure server. CNN reported over the weekend that records of Trump conversations with the Russian president and with the crown prince of Saudi Arabia, too, have been
moved to the more secure server.
President Trump is already on record referring to his phone conversation with the Ukrainian
president as a “perfect” phone call. In his mind, there would be no reason to cover it up. He
was the one who decided to go to the extraordinary length of releasing the official record of
the phone conversation.
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CONTENT FOR SOCIAL MEDIA

SHARE ON TWITTER
Did @RepAdamSchiff help the “whistleblower”
write the complaint? Let’s see the
correspondence between them so that we
can see if Schiff helped orchestrate the whole
incident! #trumpdefenseteam

Demand @SpeakerPelosi hold a full vote of
the House to begin the witch hunt – I mean,
impeachment inquiry! Call her here: 202-2254965. #trumpdefenseteam

This “impeachment inquiry” is another #Democrat
attempt to steal the votes of tens of millions
of Americans. They have been trying to undo
the 2016 election for 3 years, rather than wait
until 2020, like Americans usually do when their
candidate loses! #trumpdefenseteam

SHARE ON FACEBOOK & INSTAGRAM
Please the Trump Defense Team with me and fight back against Nancy Pelosi
and the radical Democrats! They cannot be allowed to get away with their
endless effort to undo the 2016 election! Enough is enough! They need to do
what every other American whose candidate lost does – wait until the next
election! dontimpeach.act.teapartypatriotsaction.org #trumpdefenseteam
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HOW TO WRITE A LETTER TO THE EDITOR
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SAMPLE LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Type (or copy/paste) the following letter. Feel free to print it out and fax, mail, or deliver it to
your local newspaper. Just be sure to replace the sections in red with the appropriate and
correct information before you print or email!

Dear Editor,
63 million Americans voted for Donald Trump for President in 2016; Democrats have been trying to
undo their votes ever since. They’ve tried to kick President Trump out of office, like spoiled children,
rather than wait until the next election – as all of us have to do when our preferred candidate loses.
The Russia collusion hoax was finally proven to be just that – a hoax. Now we have the Ukrainian
hoax and impeachment witch hunt, brought to you by the most radically left-wing Democrat party in
history.
Speaker Nancy Pelosi has violated norms by refusing to hold a vote of the whole House on whether
or not to open an official impeachment inquiry. Why? Does she want to protect her caucus from
taking an unpopular vote? Does she want to sideline the minority by denying half the country
representation on this very serious matter?
Why did Rep. Adam Schiff, the Intelligence Committee Chairman, fabricate part of the call
transcript between President Trump and Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky, and then claim it
was “just parody” when caught? Is parody now accepted as evidence?
What occurred between Rep. Schiff and the “whistleblower” days before the complaint was filed?
The New York Times has now reported they were in contact prior to the filing.
Democrats will obviously stoop to the lowest of levels to get what they want, which was to win in
2016. They’re obsessed, and their obsession is going to rip our country apart because it is based on
lies and corruption.
I urge my fellow residents of <<City and State>> to call our Representative to demand an end to
all this impeachment nonsense, to stop the witch hunts, and wait for the 2020 election to make the
change you seek! This is America, after all, and not some third world country where elections don’t
matter.
<<Your Name>>
<<Your City>>
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SAMPLE LETTER TO CONGRESS
When you type this out, make sure to fill in the correct information for your Representative.
Then, print it out and mail it or deliver it in person to your Rep.’s local office. You can also copy
and paste just the content of the letter into the contact form on their website if you can’t make
it to the office. Just be sure to replace the sections in red with the appropriate and correct information before you print or email!

<<Today’s Date>>
The Honorable <<Representatives’s First and Last Name>>
<<Office Address>>
United States <<House of Representatives>>
Washington, DC <<Zip Code>>
Dear Representative <<Elected Representatives’s Last Name>>:
As your constituent, I’m writing to let you know that I fully oppose any impeachment inquiries or actions
taken against President Trump. This witch hunt has gone on for three years, and Americans are sick of it.
I’ve voted for candidates that lost, and I waited until the next election to try again. The constant effort to
undermine and oust a duly elected President of the United States is disgusting.
Every effort has come with a pile of corruption and lies on the part of the Democrat party. Democrats
deserve to lose for generations based on their behavior, including the actions of the Obama administration
and their spying on Donald Trump’s campaign. Someday, the American people will learn about the depths of
corruption to which the Democrats sank over these last few years and Democrats will pay for it electorally, as
they should.
Speaker Nancy Pelosi has also turned this process upside down by not allowing a vote by the full House to
authorize the impeachment inquiry. So now, most of the country’s citizens have been sidelined. Americans
don’t get to see how their Representatives would have voted, in order to hold them accountable one way or the
other. The lack of transparency by Democrats is appalling and will be remembered, and Republicans must do
all they can to boldly stand up for the American people and our President.
The bottom line is this: no impeachment, or be prepared to lose your seat as your constituents will not abide
by this sort of corruption. Elections matter. Elections have consequences, as Barack Obama noted once.
Donald J. Trump was legitimately elected in 2016, and deserves to be allowed to serve his term.
Thank you,
<<Your Name>>
<<Your Full Address>>
<<Your Email Address>>
<<Your Phone Number>>
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SAMPLE EMAIL TO FRIENDS AND NETWORK
Below is a short email that you can send to your friends or tea party group, encouraging them to join the
Trump Defense Team and take action to defend our elections, our system of governance, and President
Trump.

To: <<Friend’s Email>>
From: <<Your Email>>
Subject: Join me in defending President Trump!
Dear <<Friend’s Name>>,
I’m writing to you today to ask you to join me as a member of the Trump Defense Team. What does
it mean to be a member? It means you sign your name to a petition standing up for the President;
that you commit to taking actions like calling members of Congress, writing letters to the local
newspapers, or going to rallies, etc.; that you stay up to date on the truth so that you are equipped
to correct all the fake news other people will spread, and more. You can do this by visiting http://
www.trumpdefenseteam.com
No other President in our history has been attacked as President Trump has, and the Democrats’
efforts to undo the 2016 election have gone beyond merely irritating. Their obsession has become a
danger to our entire system of governance, our Constitution, our elections, and our freedom. Democrat Adam Schiff, the Chairman of the committee responsible for the impeachment inquiry, read
from a document that he claimed was the transcript of President Trump’s call with the Ukrainian
President – except that it wasn’t!
He literally made up pieces of conversation and read that out in committee, as though it was evidence proving why Congress should impeach President Trump. Someone called him out, and when
caught, Schiff said it was just parody. Does parody count as evidence now?
Schiff was ready to submit a straight up fabrication to impeach this President, and no one in the
mainstream media has held him accountable for it – which shows the Democrats will literally stop
at nothing to destroy President Trump. The election is in a year, but they can’t wait, and they don’t
want to challenge him legitimately, with honor.
Help me show our elected officials, the people in our communities, our country, and the world that
Americans support President Trump, as well as the right of the people to vote for our leaders, rather than an unelected bureaucratic swamp trying to force their choice on the people.
Sincerely,
<<Your Name>>
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SAMPLE SCRIPT FOR CALLING CONGRESS
Use the first script for calling your Representative and the second script for calling both of
your Senators. Please call whether they are Republicans or Democrats. Note: You may want to
familiarize yourself with our talking points and the FAQ before calling.

1
2

Call the Main Capitol Switchboard Number: 1-202-224-3121

3

Your Elected Official’s office assistant will answer the phone. Identify yourself and
explain why you are calling.

Ask for Elected Official’s office.

(Note: For your Representative., have your zip code available. The operator may ask for your zip code.)

SAMPLE SCRIPT FOR REPRESENTATIVE
Hello, my name is <<Your Name>>, I live in <<City, State>> and I am a constituent. I’m calling to demand Representative <<Name>> boldly oppose the impeachment of President Trump. The majority of Americans are absolutely sick of
Democrats trying to undo the 2016 election.
Adam Schiff literally fabricated parts of the President’s call transcript, but led everyone to believe that he was reading from
the actual transcript. When he was caught, he claimed it was parody. Is parody now allowed as evidence? Democrats aren’t
allowing Republicans to even sit in on testimony sessions, meaning that half of the country is completely shut out of this
process.
Nancy Pelosi has totally abandoned the tradition and rules of the House by not allowing the full House to vote yes or no on
the impeachment inquiry, so now Americans have no idea where their elected Representatives stand.
This so-called impeachment inquiry is a farce and will damage our nation for a long time if allowed to go through. Put a
stop to this NOW. I will make sure to keep track of how my Representative behaves and votes on this issue. Thank you.

SAMPLE SCRIPT FOR SENATORS
Hello, my name is <<Your Name>>, I live in <<City, State>> and I am a constituent. I’m calling to demand Senator
<<Name>> boldly and publicly oppose the impeachment of President Trump, as well as use the power of the Senate to
investigate how this supposed “whistleblower” scam came to be. There are too many questions that must be answered and
Nancy Pelosi will do her best to cover up in the House. So, it is up to the Senate to investigate.
The majority of Americans are absolutely sick of the lies, the scams, the hoaxes, that Democrats are still using in order to
undo the 2016 election.
Rep. Adam Schiff literally fabricated parts of the President’s call transcript, but led everyone to believe that he was reading
from the actual transcript. When he was caught, he claimed it was parody. Is parody now allowed as evidence? Democrats
aren’t allowing Republicans to even sit in on testimony sessions, meaning that half of the country is completely shut out of
this process.
Nancy Pelosi has totally abandoned the tradition and rules of the House by not allowing the full House to vote yes or no on
the impeachment inquiry, so now Americans have no idea where their elected Representatives stand.
This so-called impeachment inquiry is a farce and will damage our nation for a long time if allowed to go through. I will
make sure to keep track of how my Senator behaves and discusses this issue. Thank you.
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HOW-TO HOST A SIGN- OR FLAG-WAVING EVENT
Some people may want to hold sign-waving/flag-waving events outside the local offices of their
Representatives or Senators. Below are basic instructions for doing so, if you’d like to organize
one.

1
2

Secure a location. For this particular issue of impeachment, you really should try to signwave right outside the office of your member of Congress, though if that doesn’t work for
some reason, find a busy intersection as close to the office as you can. Check with local
police to make sure you are allowed to sign-wave there.
Make signs. We have included some suggestions for quick slogans and messages for
your signs. Feel free to write your own, but try to stay with the main themes defending
President Trump from impeachment.
You can’t impeach Trump because you don’t like him!
Impeaching Trump = Election Interference
Trump did nothing wrong!
Trump is making America great!
I support President Trump!
Donald Trump is MY President!
Stop the witch hunt! I stand with Trump!
Democrats’ impeachment = coup attempt! Stop the witch hunt!
Trump tries to drain the swamp. Swamp tries to impeach. Stand with Trump!

3

If you are going to try to meet regularly (once a week, for instance, until Democrats
drop this impeachment nonsense), have one sign say something to this effect: “We’ll be
here every Thursday at 5:30 pm – Come join us!”

4

Advertise your event. Use your Facebook and other social media to let all of your activists and friends know about the event.

5

Invite the press. Notify local press (TV, radio, and newspapers) that there will be a street
rally (for example, on Thursday at 5:30 pm) and invite them to attend. You just need to
include the basic information: who, what, where, when, and contact information.

6
7

On the day of the event, send an email reminder to all of your group’s members and
everyone you know that is attending.
Take pictures! Be sure to take pictures of your sign waving event. Email the pictures to us
at photos@teapartypatriots.org or text them to (404) 996-1717 and also be sure to post
your pictures on your Facebook page and any other online forums that you use.
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MEETING WITH MEMBERS OF CONGRESS & STAFF

PREPARING FOR THE MEETING
\\ Find the nearest district office on our website [trumpdefenseteam.com#districts].
\\ Call the office in advance and let them know you are coming, and identify yourself as a
constituent.
\\ Once you have secured a meeting time, email the staffer the day before the scheduled
meeting with any relevant information.
\\ Print out copies of the articles we’ve included in this how-to guide to take with you.
\\ Print out a copy of the letter to your member of Congress included in this how-to guide.
Be sure to fill in his or her name and relevant information before printing!

AT THE MEETING
\\ Dress professionally.
\\ Always be respectful and courteous, even if you disagree with the Member or staffer.
\\ Be concise and make a clear argument.
\\ Give your business card (or similar) to the staffer.
\\ Leave a folder with any other information (i.e. op-eds, FAQ’s, etc.) you want to leave with
them, as well as the copy of the letter to the Member.

FOLLOW-UP AFTER THE MEETING
\\ The day after the meeting, send a thank you email to the staffer. Thank him or her for
meeting with you, and offer to answer any questions he or she may have.
\\ Let Tea Party Patriots Action know support@teapartypatriots.org about your meeting
and if there is anything we should do as a group to hold the Member accountable.
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OP-ED FROM TEA PARTY PATRIOTS ACTION

The ill-advised rush to impeachment
Democrats get ahead of their skis and everyone suffers
by Jenny Beth Martin

More and more, on the issue of
impeachment, House Speaker Nancy
Pelosi and her House Democrats are so
far out over the tips of their skis that they
remind me of Vinko Bogotaj.
Mr. Bogotaj is the 22-year-old Slovenian
ski jumper whose spectacular ski jump
crash became the iconic image showing
“the agony of defeat” in the video montage
used to open the old TV show, ABC’s “Wide
World of Sports.”
After the release of the transcript of the
July 25 phone call between President
Trump and Ukraine’s President Volodymyr
Zelensky, Nancy Pelosi and House
Democrats are crashing downhill at full,
skull-breaking speed. Mr. Bogotaj himself
would be proud.
Virtually everything Democrats told us
about this phone call turns out not to have
been true.
It began, you will recall, with the allegation
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that the president had “promised”
something to Mr. Zelensky. Then that
allegation morphed into a reverse promise
– that Mr. Trump had threatened to cut off
U.S. aid to Ukraine if Mr. Zelensky did not
do what Mr. Trump demanded. Mr. Trump
had referenced former Vice President Joe
Biden’s name eight times, it was reported.
None of these things, it turns out, is accurate.
The transcript reveals no quid pro quo, no
commingling of offers, or threats, with asks.
Instead, the transcript of the 30-minute phone
call reveals that President Trump used the name
“Biden” a total of three times, not eight — once
in reference to former Vice President Joe Biden’s
son, and twice to Mr. Biden himself — over a total
of two sentences about two-thirds of the way into
the phone call.
Reads the transcript: “The other thing, There’s a
lot of talk about Biden’s son, that Biden stopped
the prosecution and a lot of people want to find
out about that so whatever you can do with the
Attorney General that would be great. Biden went
around bragging that he stopped the prosecution
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OP-ED FROM TEA PARTY PATRIOTS ACTION (CONT.)
so if you can look into it … It sounds horrible to
me.”
That’s it.
Yet, Democrats continue to press forward with
their “official” impeachment inquiry. Said Speaker
Pelosi Wednesday morning, before she had even
read the transcript: “The fact is that the president
of the United States, in breach of his constitutional
responsibilities, has asked a foreign government to
help him in his political campaign, at the expense
of our national security, as well as undermining
the integrity of our elections. That cannot stand.
He will be held accountable. No one is above the
law.”
In Mrs. Pelosi’s view, asking the new Ukrainian
president to investigate what happened in 2016
is “help” to the Trump re-election campaign,
and that is a “breach” of his “constitutional
responsibilities.” What rubbish.
This is only news because Mr. Biden is running
for the Democratic nomination for president. If
he were not running now, there would be nothing
at all remarkable about an American president
asking a new Ukrainian president to look into
what may or may not have happened years ago.
Mrs. Pelosi says, “no one is above the law.”
I agree. But no one is below the law, either.
Should the fact that Mr. Biden is now running
for president be allowed to shield his previous
activities from investigation? Mr. Biden never
should have done what he did in 2016 in the first
place — once his son accepted a paid position on
the board of directors of a Ukrainian company,
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Mr. Biden should have been conflicted out of
having anything to do with Ukraine. Instead, he
traveled to Ukraine and threatened to withhold a
billion dollars’ worth of U.S. aid if the Ukrainian
government did not immediately fire the very
prosecutor who was investigating his son’s
company — and then later bragged that he had
succeeded in having that prosecutor fired.
I don’t know if Joe Biden’s son did anything wrong
in Ukraine. But I do know you’d have to be blind
not to see the conflict of interest in the former
vice president doing what he did. To think that
no one should investigate that because he is now,
years later, running for president, is absurd.
Democrats claim that President Trump believes
himself to be “above the law.” The truth is
the exact opposite — it is the Democrats, not
President Trump, who believe they can act in
their own interest with impunity. Mr. Biden
never should have traveled to Ukraine, let alone
threatened to cut off aid to Ukraine, after his son
started taking money from a Ukrainian company.
Next year, the voters will render their verdict —
and I’ll wager Democrats will be disappointed.
Again.
ORIGINAL ARTICLE:
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2019/
sep/26/the-ill-advised-rush-to-impeachment/
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ARTICLES FOR YOU & YOUR REPRESENTATIVE
The following articles should be read by you and shared on social media and via email and/or
printed out and taken with you on your office visit and left with your Representative. Also, we
highly recommend listening to Mark Levin’s shows, starting with last Friday’s, September 27th.
You can find his past shows here: http://www.marklevinshow.com/audio-rewind

FOR YOU TO READ AND SHARE ONLINE
Fox News
Hans von Spakovsky: Trump impeachment effort will be historic political battle – Here’s how process works
https://www.foxnews.com/opinion/hans-von-spakovsky-trump-impeachment-effort-willbe-historic-political-battle-heres-how-process-works

PRINT AND TAKE ON OFFICE VISIT AND SHARE ONLINE
The Wall Street Journal
Pelosi’s Permanent Impeachment
https://www.wsj.com/articles/pelosis-permanent-impeachment-11569885285

The Epoch Times
Lawmakers Erupt After Report Reveals Schiff Knew of Whistleblower Complaint Before Filing: ‘This Explains a Lot’
https://www.theepochtimes.com/lawmakers-erupt-after-report-reveals-schiff-knew-ofwhistleblower-complaint-before-filing-this-explains-a-lot_3104294.html

OTHER INTERESTING ARTICLES ABOUT DEMOCRAT CORRUPTION
Grabien News
John Solomon: Records Show That A Dnc Contractor Came To The Ukranian
Embassy To Ask For Help To Get Dirt On Trump
https://news.grabien.com/story-john-solomon-records-show-dnc-contractor-came-ukranian-embas

National Review
Do Republicans See the Strategy to Discredit the Barr Investigation?
https://www.nationalreview.com/2019/10/do-republicans-see-the-strategy-to-discredit-the-barr-investigation/
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Tea Party Patriots Action’s mission is to equip Americans
with the resources and training they need to be engaged
citizens and effective activists. Our vision is for a nation
where individual liberty is cherished and maximized,
where the Constitution is revered and upheld, and where
Americans are free to pursue their American Dream.
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